Sunquest Physician Portal™

for COVID-19

Supporting rapid receipt of orders and delivery of results for COVID-19 testing

Sunquest Physician Portal is an industry-leading browser-based solution providing a solid, secure foundation for clean orders and reliable results reporting, 24/7/365. As the demand for COVID-19 testing increases throughout the world, Sunquest Physician Portal for COVID-19 helps labs support clinicians who need to quickly place orders and receive results for COVID-19 tests, including pooled testing, while also focusing on efficiency and accuracy within their organization.

Extend your ability to support physician customers and help achieve a healthier community.
A comprehensive offering to support your laboratory and physician customers, with:

- Rapid 30-day implementation to get you started quickly
- Subscription and capital model packages offered
- Virtual super-user training, simple end-user training resources available
- Online COVID-specific laboratory test catalog and vendor-agnostic LIS HL7 integration
- Cloud-based connectivity offers order entry and results delivery anywhere - 24/7/365
- Support for pooled testing

Tailored workflow for flexible and quick order input and processing

- Capture patient insurance and billing information for complete record keeping
- Generate test utilization reports by physician/clinic
- Capture test-specific requirements for COVID-19 testing
- Manage testing priorities with STAT order indicators and repeat testing
- Generate specimen labels for increased patient safety

Deliver results when and how the physician desires

- Generate lab-branded reports to physician customers following COVID-19 results completion
- Email notifications of result availability provide quick TAT of COVID-19 test results
- Auto-print and other reporting options available for efficient reporting
- Deliver results from multiple external sources via PDF upload feature

Highly configurable system administration

- Add new ordering clients on-the-fly
- Avoid duplicate testing with patient history retention
- Add and maintain physician records for practice management and secure result delivery
- Ensure system security with user password protocols and data security

This is a special package offered for use with COVID-19, and does not include all of the features available in the standard Sunquest Physician Portal solution.

About Sunquest • The One delivering labs to new heights

Sunquest Information Systems Inc. provides diagnostic informatics solutions to laboratories worldwide. With our wide-ranging technical and cross-discipline expertise, and equally deep business acumen, no one is better equipped than Sunquest to transform your lab to meet today’s complex healthcare challenges and deliver next-level performance. Since 1979, Sunquest has helped laboratories and healthcare organizations enhance efficiency, improve patient care, and optimize financial results. Our capabilities include multi-site, multi-disciplinary support for complex anatomic, molecular and genetic testing, and support engagement with physicians and patients outside the hospitals at the point-of-care. Sunquest also provides solutions for public health organizations, in the form of disease surveillance and outbreak management, to promote public health wellness worldwide. Headquartered in Tucson, AZ with offices in Calabasas, London, Dubai, Bangalore and Brisbane, Sunquest is a global leader in healthcare information technology. For more information, visit www.sunquestinfo.com.
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